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     Virtually all known fluorophores exhibit mysterious episodes of emission 
intermittency. A remarkable feature of the phenomenon is a power law distribution of on- 
and off-times observed in colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (QDs), nanorods, 
nanowires and some organic dyes. For nanoparticles the resulting power law extends over 
an extraordinarily wide dynamic range: nine orders of magnitude in probability density 
and five to six orders of magnitude in time.  Exponents hover about the ubiquitous value 
of -3/2.  Dark states routinely last for tens of seconds, which are practically forever on 
quantum mechanical time scales.  Despite such infinite states of darkness, the dots 
miraculously recover and start emitting again. Although the underlying mechanism 
responsible for this phenomenon remains a mystery and many questions persist, we argue 
that substantial theoretical progress has been made. 
Introduction 
Few problems of early quantum mechanics remain unsolved today.  Fluorescence 
intermittency is one exception.  At the dawn of modern quantum mechanics, Niels Bohr 
predicted “quantum jumps” of electrons between discrete energy levels of atoms and 
molecules.  Such jumps were observed directly during the 1980s with the advent of single 
ion traps [1].  An ongoing series of experiments brought spectacular progress to single 
molecule imaging [2], raising more questions than answers about these emission 
“jumps”. 
 
Basically all known types of fluorophores studied to date exhibit fluorescence 
intermittency.  They include single molecules[3-8], fluorescent proteins[9], polymer 
segments[10], semiconductor nanoparticles[11-28], nanorods[29] and even nanowires 
(NWs).[30-32]  Such jumps, where the fluorophore literally stops emitting light under 
continuous excitation, are very different from those predicted by Bohr. Rather than 
occurring on the micro- to millisecond timescales, they last seconds and even minutes.  
These experimentally observed off-times are vastly longer than any timescale one would 
retrieve from a standard quantum mechanical model: The “dark” state lives practically 
forever. After these long periods of darkness, the fluorophore eventually emerges into an 
emitting state. This would be impossible if off periods were simply permanent 
photobleaching events. 
  
Even more intriguing is the statistics of the intermittency.  Whereas Bohr would have 
postulated exponential distributions of “on”-times and “off”-times, universal power law 
probability densities are actually observed [12-14].  For colloidal QDs, this power law 
extends over an extraordinarily wide range that spans nine orders of magnitude in 
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probability density and five to six orders of magnitude in time.  This phenomenon is 
remarkable for many reasons. First, the experimentally observed distribution refuses to 
yield a time scale. Second, universality on a lesser scale has revolutionized our 
understanding about phase transitions [33]. Finally, such statistics arise from the behavior 
of single fluorophores, not an ensemble. Given that single organic molecules also blink 
and exhibit near-identical power law blinking kinetics [3-8], it is tempting to speculate 
that such striking similarity is not an accident. We therefore ask whether there exist 
unrecognized points of commonality between seemingly disparate entities such as 
molecules and semiconductor nanostructures.  While the underlying mechanism for 
answering such questions remains a mystery, we argue in this perspective that many, but 
not all, key experiments have already been conducted and that substantial theoretical 
progress has been made. 
 
Key features of blinking 
     Figure 1 shows representative examples of blinking in QDs and NWs.  An emission 
“trajectory” from both systems is provided, plotting emission intensity as a function of 
time. In both cases the intensity fluctuates.  When a threshold is used to distinguish on- 
from off-states, second-to-minute off-times are apparent. 
 
     In principle, plotting both on-time and off-time probability densities on a semi-
logarithmic plot enables one to extract characteristic rates for turning the fluorophore on 
or off.  However, QDs, molecules and even NWs exhibit power law (i.e. scale-free) 
kinetics, indicating that the rate must be distributed over many timescales.  A log-log plot 
demonstrates this, showing linear behavior for both on- and off-time distributions over 
many decades in probability density and time (QD: Figure 1 c,d; NW: Figure 1 e,f).  
Even more impressive is that the same power law appears in molecular systems[3-8] with 
linearity spanning up to 5 (7) decades in time (probability density).[5] 
     Let us now summarize several key facts learned from the first decade of observing QD 
blinking. Any self-consistent and comprehensive theory of fluorescence intermittency 
must account for the following: 
 (a) The existence of power laws from a threshold analysis: Blinking occurs over a wide 
range of timescales (s to minutes).  The shortest and longest times are currently set by 
experimental limitations.  Distributions P(ton), and  P(toff) can be fit to power laws of the 
form offonmt / where offonm /  ranges from 1.2 to 2.0 [34,35].  Truncation times (“cutoffs”) 
were discovered in on-time distributions [14]. Such cutoffs occur on the second timescale 
and may represent a competing physical process which interrupts power law blinking.  A 
corresponding off-time cutoff in QDs has not been reported, although it is speculated to 
occur on an hour timescale [20].  Figures 1 e,f show examples of such cutoffs in recent 
NW data. 
 
(b) The existence of power law power spectral densities: Pelton and Guyot-Sionnest[15] 
have demonstrated that the power spectrum of the ensemble QD emission exhibits a 
power law of the form p( f ) ~ f  (α~1).  This was also confirmed in the case of single 
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QDs.  Furthermore, a kink in the power spectral density was recently observed with 
slopes reverting from ≈1 at low frequencies to ≈2 above 100 Hz [16]. 
 
(c) The light-driven nature of the blinking process: Intermittency is light-induced, as 
indicated by experiments revealing statistical “aging” of emission trajectories [36]. The 
ensemble emission intensity decays under continuous excitation and recovers in the dark 
[20].  In existing experiments, the on-time distribution cut-off is inversely proportional to 
the excitation intensity.[24,37] 
 
(d) A general lack of temperature dependence:  On/off power law slopes are generally 
temperature independent between 10 K and 400 K [12-14]. This has led some to 
speculate tunneling or another temperature independent physical processes at play.  
However, a weak temperature sensitivity of on-time cutoffs has been observed.[14] 
(e) A connection to spectral diffusion: Neuhauser and Bawendi have suggested that 
blinking is connected to another ubiquitous single molecule phenomenon: spectral 
diffusion[21]. Large shifts in the spectrum coincide with equally rare jumps of the 
intensity.  This suggests a direct correlation between spectral diffusion and emission 
intermittency through the redistribution of charges on or nearby the QD surface. 
 
(f) A continuous distribution of emission intensities and excitation lifetimes: Typical 
fluorescence intensity trajectories from single QDs do not mimic random telegraph 
noise[1].  Unique “on” and “off” levels are not seen.  Instead, many intensity levels exist.  
Schlegel and Mews [18] have since found that such intensity fluctuations are correlated 
with changes in the QD emission lifetime.  Additional studies [17,19] have confirmed 
this and have, in turn, shown through simultaneous emission quantum yield 
measurements that non-radiative recovery rate fluctuations are connected to intensity 
variations. Furthermore, Sher et al. [38] have observed lifetimes much longer than the 
usual radiative lifetime of ~20 ns with a power-law distribution towards longer times. 
 
(g) A sensitivity to electric fields: Cichos and co-workers have found a sensitivity of on-
time/off-time power law slopes to the dielectric permittivity of the surrounding [34].  
Recently, Barbara and co-workers have also demonstrated that the emission from single 
QDs is modulated by externally applied electric fields [28]. The sign of the modulation 
varies slowly in time suggesting that blinking is connected to changes in local electric 
fields stemming from charges on the QD surface. 
Theoretical models 
     From the above list of key experimental findings, constraints on any comprehensive 
theoretical model, even if phenomenological, appear formidable.  Most current blinking 
models can broadly be categorized into one of two groups: a) those that focus solely on 
analyzing power law statistics [39,40] and b) those that postulate a physical mechanism 
for intermittency [13,14,36,41-44].  We focus here on the latter models and provide 
representative cartoons in Figure 2. 
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     The first QD blinking model was developed by Efros and Rosen [41].  This is an 
extremely successful model, and despite a few shortcomings, still lies at the heart of 
conventional wisdom behind explaining fluorescence intermittency.  Within this model, 
QDs are thought to undergo Auger ionization events under photoexcitation.  Electrons are 
ejected from the dot to surrounding acceptor-like states.  This leaves behind a positively 
charged QD.  Subsequent electron-hole pairs experience rapid Auger-like nonradiative 
relaxation to the ground state, quenching any emission and thereby rendering the particle 
dark.  This process continues until the QD is neutralized [45,46].  
    
     The Efros/Rosen model provided the first intuitive picture for blinking, and became a 
major step towards understanding the phenomenon. However, a key problem remains: In 
sharp contrast with experimental findings, it predicts characteristic on/off rates and 
corresponding exponential on-time/off-time distributions. To circumvent these 
limitations, a series of modifications have been proposed.  They include: 
 
1. Multiple trap model: (Figure 2b) Verberk and Orrit [42] assume the existence of 
multiple electron traps near the QD. Due to a static distribution of trapping and de-
trapping rates, varying with distance and/or trap depth, power law off-time 
distributions (a) are naturally obtained.  Furthermore, this model readily explains the 
dependence of off-time power law slopes with the dielectric properties of the 
environment [34]. Finally, the lack of temperature dependence (d) can be explained 
through a tunneling process. 
 
2. Spectral diffusion model: (Figure 2c) Shimizu and Bawendi [14] hypothesized a 
resonant tunneling mechanism where the diffusion of the environment’s acceptor 
energy level causes power law distributed on-to-off and off-to-on kinetics.  Tang and 
Marcus [43] later developed this by assuming spectral diffusion of both QD and 
acceptor state energies.   A key prediction is a change in the slopes of both on-time 
and off-time power-laws from 3/2 at long times to 1/2 at short times.  Interestingly, 
this has recently been corroborated by power spectral density experiments conducted 
by Pelton [16]. 
 
3. Spatial diffusion model: (Figure 2d) Margolin and Barkai [36] suggested that any 
ejected electron performs a 3D diffusion in space about the QD prior to its return. 
While the model naturally predicts a 2/3t distribution of off-times, deviations (cf. (a)) 
from the -1.5 exponent require the introduction of anomalous diffusion processes. 
Furthermore, a finite probability exists for the carrier to never return to the QD, 
leading to permanently dark dots in the limit of long observation times.   
 
 
4. Fluctuating barrier model: (Figure 2e) Kuno and Nesbitt [13] have alternatively 
suggested a model where emission intermittency involves fluctuations in the height or 
width of a tunneling barrier between an electron within the QD and an external trap 
state.  Furthermore, during the tunneling process, the local environment was 
postulated to change such that between each off-to-on or on-to-off transition the 
tunneling barrier would differ. 
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     These proposals were successful in bringing the Efros-Rosen theory in line with many, 
but not all experimental constraints. In particular, a key problem shared by all models is 
the general difficulty in explaining a continuous distribution of relaxation times [17]. 
Alternative models [26,28,44], which don’t invoke long-lived (> 1 s) electron traps, have, 
in turn, been suggested to account for this distribution of relaxation times.  
 
5. Fluctuating non-radiative rate models: (Figure 2f) Frantsuzov and Marcus [44] have 
suggested that QD intermittency is a result of the fluctuations of the non-radiative 
recombination rate.  Recombinations occur through the Auger-assisted excitation of deep 
surface states and followed by relaxation to the ground state. The trapping rate is then 
governed by the spectral diffusion of a second excited QD state (1Pe), which modulates 
the eventual non-radiative recovery of the system. This mechanism naturally explains a 
continuous distribution of relaxation times. However, it leaves unanswered several model 
constraints. In particular, it gives a -3/2 slope for both on and off distributions regardless 
of the threshold level. A modified version of the same model was suggested recently by 
Barnes and co-workers [26] to explain blinking suppression after ligand exchange.  A 
similar model was developed by Barbara [28] to explain the apparent external electric 
field modulation of QD emission intensities.  
Discussion and conclusion 
     Single QDs, NWs and molecules all demonstrate universal emission intermittency 
over large timescales.  Furthermore, a threshold analysis reveals truncated power-law 
distributions for both on-time and off-time probability densities.  Explaining these two 
observations has been the cornerstone of much work in the field for the last 10 years. As 
shown above, available theoretical frameworks have successfully explained a large subset 
of experimental results. They include, but are not limited to (a)-(g). However, no theory 
currently accounts for all the constraints.  Although many experiments have been 
conducted, they have not been performed on the same quantum dot and in the same 
laboratory, making some theoretical tests less precise. More detailed intensity dependent 
as well as band edge excitation experiments are absent, but may be useful in better 
revealing a universal blinking mechanism. 
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Figure 1. Time distributions for intermittency.  Emission trajectory from a single (a) 
quantum dot and (b) nanowire.  Corresponding QD log-log plot of the (c) on-time and (d) 
off-time probability density.   Analogous log-log plot of the NW (e) on-time and (f) off-
time probability density. 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagrams of blinking models. (a) 3D structure of a CdSe colloidal 
quantum dot. Red (green) dots represent Cd (Se) atoms, respectively; (b) An electron 
jumps from the QD excited state to one of the multiple traps and returns. (c) The electron 
jumps to/from the trap when it is in resonance with the exited state. (d) The ejected 
electron performs 3D diffusion in the surrounding and returns. (e) The tunneling barrier 
between the QD and the trap state randomly changes due to electron jump. (f) The non-
radiative relaxation rate of the excited state (purple arrow) carries out fluctuations 
correlated over long time intervals. 
